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Abstract. C-arm ﬂuoroscopy is modelled as a perspective projection,
the parameters of which are estimated through a calibration procedure.
It has been universally accepted that precise intra-procedural calibration
is a prerequisite for accurate quantitative C-arm ﬂuoroscopy guidance.
Calibration, however, signiﬁcantly adds to system complexity, which is
a major impediment to clinical practice. We challenge the status quo by
questioning the assumption that precise intra-procedural calibration is
really necessary. We derived theoretical bounds for the sensitivity of 3D
measurements to mis-calibration. Experimental results corroborated the
theory in that mis-calibration in the focal spot by as much as 50 mm still
allows for tracking with an accuracy of 0.5 mm in translation and 0.65o in
rotation, and such mis-calibration does not impose any additional error
on the reconstruction of small objects.

1

Introduction

C-arm ﬂuoroscopy is ubiquitous in general surgery, due to its real-time nature,
versatility, and low cost. At the same time, quantitative ﬂuoroscopy has not
found a large scale clinical acceptance, because of inherent technical diﬃculties
and needs to solve four major problems: (1) C-arm image distortion; (2) Calibration of model parameters; (3) Pose recovery or tracking when multiple images
are taken; and (4) Registration to imaging modalities. Some of the prominent
works that have tackled the above problems are [1, 2]. The driving application
of our research is prostate brachytherapy, where radioactive seeds are required
to be precisely placed into the prostate. Quantitative ﬂuoroscopy could enable
a signiﬁcant improvement in the current clinical practice.
If is known that both image distortion[3] and calibration[4] may vary significantly with pose. Image distortion usually has a consequential contribution to
reconstruction error and needs to be compensated. Thus the additional cost of a
full online calibration is not substantial. Recently developed advanced intensiﬁer
tubes allow for lesser distortion, while modern ﬂat panel detectors obviate distortion correction altogether. This fact brings up the question whether we need
to calibrate the C-arm fully at each pose. The question also leads to the broader
issue, that even if it is not pose dependent, how accurate does calibration need to
be. In spite of the importance of calibration in C-arm ﬂuoroscopy, as far as the
authors are aware, there has been no prior work that conducts this analysis. The
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vision community has a similar problem [5, 6] when cameras are used for visual
serving of robots. We do not go into a detailed comparison for lack of space.
In quantitative C-arm ﬂuoroscopy, we typically need to measure the spatial
transformation between two objects, such as a vertebra and a bone drill, as compared to the transformation between an object and the C-arm itself. Thus the
central intuition of this paper is that while an incorrect calibration gives erroneous estimates for the absolute transformations, nevertheless it still provides
acceptable relative estimates. The consequence of this conjecture is potentially
far reaching, as it can turn ﬂuoroscopy to an aﬀordable quantitative measurement tool in a large family of procedures. It should be however noted that we do
not claim that calibration would always be unnecessary, since there are many applications that require high reconstruction accuracy. The decision should always
be made case by case, experimentally. In this paper, we build a mathematical
framework to formally address this issue and lend credit to the intuition that
a loose estimate of the C-arm parameters might suﬃce in applications where
the relative pose of objects is to be measured. In particular, we prove in theory
and demonstrate experimentally that intra-operative dosimetry of brachytherapy implants is feasible with an un-calibrated C-arm.

2

Mathematical Framework

C-arm Imaging Model: Geometric aspects of ﬂuoroscopic imaging can be
approximated as a perspective projection with ﬁve parameters[7]. There are a
total of ﬁve independent parameters that need to be evaluated by the calibration
procedure - the pixel sizes (two) and the focal spot (three). The pixel sizes are
ﬁxed and remain unchanged throughout the life of the C-arm, reducing onlinecalibration to just the focal spot. Though our framework can study sensitivity
due to any of the ﬁve parameters, we limit ourselves only to the focal spot.
2.1

Model for Reconstruction Space Transformation

As illustrated in Figure 1(a), let A & B (with reference frames FA & FB ) be the
two objects being imaged. The assumptions are: (i) I FA ,I FB can be computed
from the images; (ii) A & B are not large in comparison to the focal length; (iii)
FA and FB are close by; and (iv) the quantity of interest is A FB = (I FA )−1 I FB .
Let f¯1 be the true focal spot and f¯2 = (f¯1 + D̄) be the mis-calibrated estimate.
We claim that even though the absolute locations of the objects are oﬀ, their
relative transformation might still be accurate.
A transformation is needed that can take the absolute location of an object
reconstructed with calibration f¯1 , and compute its corresponding location with
calibration f¯2 . We claim that the simplest transformation will be a linear aﬃne
model T . The intuition derives from the observation that the image plane is the
same in both reconstruction spaces. Thus if P1 (not in homogenous coordinates)
projects to a point p on the image, then it is constrained to be on line L̄1
in the f¯1 -space and on L̄2 in f¯2 -space. Thus we seek a continuous invertible
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Fig. 1. Mis-calibration (a) shifts all reconstructed objects under an aﬃne transformation; (b) rotates and scales a straight line segment; (c) Pose dependent calibration
might be successfully approximated by using the mean value

transformation that projects L̄1 to L̄2 . By incorporating the above constraints,
T can be evaluated to be,
⎡
⎤
1
0
Dx /f1z
1
Dy /f1z ⎦ · P1 = P1 + (d · Z/f1z )D̂ (1)
P2 = T · P1 = ⎣0
0
0
1 + (Dz /f1z )
where with respect to (wrt) FI , D̄ = (Dx , Dy , Dz ); d = D̄2 ; D̂ = D̄/d;
f¯1 = (f1x , f1y , f1z ); and P1 = (X, Y, Z). Each point is eﬀectively translated in
direction D̂ by an amount proportional to its distance from the image. Experiments measuring the correctness of this aﬃne model are available in Section 3.
Thus to study sensitivity, it is suﬃcient to study the properties of T .
2.2

Changes in Length and Scale

T preserves the scale along the x , y-axes, but scales the space along the z -axis.
Let P1 (X1 , Y1 , Z1 ) & P2 (X2 , Y2 , Z2 ) be any two points (not necessarily close to
each other) in the f¯1 -space at a distance of l1 . T maps them to points Q1 & Q2
in the f¯2 -space at a distance of l2 (Figure 1 (b)). It can be shown that
l2 − l1  ≤

d
|Z1 − Z2 |
f1z

(2)

It directly follows from Equation (2) that T does not alter the length signiﬁcantly. As an example, a 10 mm calibration error would aﬀect the length of
a 30 mm thoracic pedicle screw at an angle of 45o by less than 0.2 mm (focal
length ∼ 1 m), which is signiﬁcantly less than the error from other sources.
Thus FA , FB will not change their relative translation by a factor more than
that speciﬁed by Equation (2).
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Changes in Absolute Orientation

A change in orientation results from the object having a depth (Figure 1 (c)).
It can be shown geometrically that the orientation error is maximal when the
vector P1 P2 is roughly orthogonal to D̄ and is purely in the vertical plane. The
amount (θ) and the axis (κ̂) of rotation, through a series of computations can be
shown to be as in Equation (3). The bound on the rotation error is dependent
only on origin mis-calibration and not on that in focal length . More importantly
it is independent of the height/depth of the object (as far as it is non-planar) and
its distance from the image plane. Thus FA , FB in Figure 1 will observe the same
absolute rotation, in eﬀect not experiencing any relative rotation. Experimental
results corroborating this claim are available in Section 3.
 √ 2 2  √D2 +D2
Dx +Dy
x
y
∼
; κ̂ = √ 21 2 (Dy , −Dx , 0) (3)
|θ| ≤ arcsin
f1z
Dx +Dy

f1z

2.4

Error in Reconstruction of Point Features

In many applications (particularly in brachytherapy), C-arms are used to reconstruct 3D point objects. This is done by obtaining multiple images at varying
orientations and then using triangulation to obtain the desired intersection. In
ideal circumstances, all the lines would intersect at a unique point. In practice
however, calibration (and other) errors lead to non-intersecting lines. We will
attempt to bound the error in this symbolic reconstruction of the point. Let
point P be imaged from N diﬀerent poses and reconstructed in a tracker frame
FA , which is stationary wrt P . Let the ith pose have a focal spot error (in frame
FA ) of D̄i . Without errors, each reconstructed line (li ) would pass through P . It
can be shown that due to the calibration error D̄i , the new line passes through
a new point P̄A and undergoes a rotation φ.
P̄A ∼ P̄A + [0 0

(P̄A · D̄i ) 
]
fiz

;

φ∼

(lˆi · D̄i ) sinθi
fiz

(4)

where θi is the angle that li makes with the z-axis of FA . The rotation is fairly
small and can be ignored. Thus PA is at a distance of (P̄A · D̄i )sinθi /fiz from
li . If Q is the symbolic intersection of all li ’s, then it can be shown that Q is
no further away than ( dmax
fz sinθmax )PA  away from any of the lines. Moreover,
the reconstruction error (RE) can also be shown to be bounded by
√
2 dmax
RE = (Q̄ − P̄A ) <
P̄A 
(5)
fz
where dmax is the maximum amount of mis-calibration and fz is the minimum
focal length. Thus a 10 mm focal length error causes an error less than 0.5 mm
for a point at a distance of 35 mm. Note that this is the worst case error analysis
and in practice the dot product in Equation (4) mutually cancels positive and
negative errors, leading to extremely low reconstruction errors (Section 3).
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The Optimal Choice for Calibration Parameters

Since the focal spot is pose dependant, and the results from Section 2.2, & 2.3
suggest robustness to mis-calibration, choosing a constant calibration for quantitative reconstruction might be viable. In the scenario that the focal spot might
vary as much as 10 mm from one pose to another, “what constant calibration
should be chosen to minimize error ”?
Let us assume that we are imaging a point P from N diﬀerent poses (Figure
1 (c)). Wrt frame FI , let the ith pose have the focal spot at f¯i = (fix , fiy , fiz ) and
the point be at location Pi = (Xi , Yi , Zi ). Note that we assume: (a) variations
in each of fix , fiy , fiz , Xi , Yi , Zi & pose are independent; (b) Pi ’s are close to
the iso-center, i.e. variations in Xi , Yi , Zi are not high. We choose a constant
value of F̄ = (Fx , Fy , Fz ) for the focal spot, which will displace the point Pi to
Qi = T (f¯i , F ) · Pi . The aim is to choose an F̄ which minimizes the net variation
of ∆Qi = Qi − µQ . Through a series of computations, it can be shown that
µz
(F̄ − µ̄f )
(6)
µf z
∆Zi
µz ∆fiz
µz ∆fiz
∆Zi
µz ¯
−
]F̄ +
µ̄f −
µ̄f −
∆fi (7)
∆Qi = (Pi − µP ) + [
µf z
µ2f z
µ2f z
µf z
µf z
µQ = µP +

where µQ , µP , µz , µf z , µ̄f are the mean values of Qj , Pj , Zj , fjz , f¯j ; Zj = µz +
∆Zj and likewise for fjz , f¯j , where j = 1 . . . N . In the above calculations, the
second order terms either summed to 0 due to the independence of the variables
or were too small in comparison. Our choice of F̄ should be the one that minimizes the variance(∆Q) = var(∆Qx ) + var(∆Qy ) + var(∆Qz ). It should be
noted that Fz scales the whole space, i.e. a lower value will decrease the variance, implying that the choice of Fz = 0 forces var(Qz ) = 0 by forcing all Qi s to
lie on a plane. Thus var(Qz ) does not provide suﬃcient constraints for Fz . We
will ﬁrst obtain Fx , Fy by minimizing the variance along x, y-axes (since there is
no scaling in these directions), and then will compute Fz . Notice that the ﬁrst
term in Equation (7) is due to the relative movement in P , while the rest is due
to an error in the calibration. Since we are interested only in the variance due
to mis-calibration, we will ignore the variations in P . Minimizing var(∆Q) and
enforcing independence of fix , fiy & fiz gives
F̄

= µ̄f −

Σ1N ∆fiz ∆f¯j
µf z
2
Σ1N ∆fiz

= [ µf x , µf y , 0 ]T

(8)

As expected, Fz = 0 from above. To compute Fz , we need to impose length
preserving constraints. Thus if we measure a line segment of length l in each
image, use Equation (2) to derive the net length error, the minimization implies
Fz

= µf z (1 −

2
Σ1N ∆fiz
) ∼ µf z
N µ2f z

(9)

Thus F̄ = µ̄f (the mean), which is fairly intuitive and probably in common
practice. Likewise, this particular choice of Fx , Fy is also a length preserving
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constraint, i.e. it minimizes the error in lengths of line segments. Calibration
error in ∆Qi now reduces to − µµfzz ∆f¯i , which has a stable mean and low variance.
Equation (10) gives a bound on the error when the assumed value of F̄ is away
from the mean µ̄f by a distance d. A 10 mm variation in the focal length (var ∼
3 mm), P  s roughly at the iso-center having a depth variation of 100 mm and
the assumed calibration unusually away from µ̄f by 50 mm still bounds the
maximum error by 0.75 mm. Thus large and constant mis-calibration in many
applications, might still provide sub-millimetric 3D quantitative measurements.

d2 var(Z) + µ2z var(f¯)
(10)
error ≤
µf z

3

Phantom Experiments and Results

Validity of the Model: Equations (1) & (3) give the translation and rotation
transformations as predicted by the aﬃne model, the accuracy of which would
furnish the validity of the model. We used the FTRAC ﬁducial (Figure 3), a
small image-based ﬂuoroscope tracking ﬁducial, which (given the calibration) can
track a C-arm with an accuracy of 0.5 mm in translation and 0.65o in rotation
[7]. The ﬁducial was imaged using a Philips Integris V3000 ﬂuoroscope and the
true calibration read oﬀ the machine display. The images were not corrected for
distortion. The pose of the ﬁducial (wrt to FI ) was ﬁrst evaluated using the
correct calibration, and then with the mis-calibrated parameters. The diﬀerence
between the pose change predicted by the equations and the one computed
using the non-linear pose estimation software, is displayed in Figure 2 (a) as a
function of maximum calibration error. Even when mis-calibration is as high as
50 mm, the model can predict the rotation-axis with an accuracy of 4o , amount of
rotation under 1o and translation under 1.5 mm. For extreme mis-calibrations
the translation error linearly increases, while rotation is still stable. Thus the
model seems to predict with an acceptable accuracy.
Accuracy of C-arm Tracking: The FTRAC ﬁducial was mounted on a 0.02o
accuracy rotational turntable, while the ﬂuoroscope was kept stationary. The
turntable was rotated by known precise amounts (ground truth) and images
were taken. The relative poses were also computed using the pose estimation
software. The accuracy in the estimation of C-arm motion is given by the diﬀerence between the computed relative pose and the true relative pose. The tracking
accuracy is plotted in Figure 2 (b) as a function of mis-calibration. Even a high
mis-calibration of 150 mm adds no additional error in C-arm motion estimation,
ﬁxing the value at 0.45 mm in translation and 0.6o in rotation. An unusually
high mis-calibration of 400 mm also only marginally decreases accuracy. Thus,
mis-calibration does not increase the error of C-arm tracking .
3D Quantitative Reconstruction using Multiple Images: In addition to
tracking a C-arm, it is equally important that multiple objects in the ﬁeld of
view (eg. vertebrae and screws) be reconstructed accurately relative to each
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Fig. 2. Note the scale variation in x-axis. (a) An aﬃne transformation is able to predict
the movement of 3D objects due to mis-calibration; (b) C-arm tracking is insensitive
to mis-calibration; 3D Reconstruction is insensitive to mis-calibration in (c) origin;
(d) focal length up to 50 mm, beyond which it starts to linearly drift away from the
tracking ﬁducial. Notice that the shape of the implant (relative err) is barely altered;
(e) 3D reconstruction error decreases with an increase in images used.

Fig. 3. An image of the seed phantom attached to the FTRAC ﬁducial (left). The seed
phantom can replicate any implant conﬁguration, using the twelve 5 mm slabs each
with over a hundred holes. A typical X-ray image of the combination (right).

other. In order to validate our hypothesis that 3D reconstruction might not
be sensitive to mis-calibration, we use an accurate acetol phantom (Figure 3)
having 100 dummy radioactive seeds, approximating a brachytherapy implant
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(Figure 3). The true 3D coordinate of each seed wrt the ﬁducial is known by
rigid attachment. The C-arm is tracked using the FTRAC ﬁducial and the 3D
seed coordinates are computed by triangulation (an algorithm called MARSHAL
is used to establish correspondences). The diﬀerence between the computed and
the true seed location gives us the 3D reconstruction error for each seed (wrt
ﬁducial). The relative reconstruction error removes any consistent shift reﬂecting
any change in shape. These errors are plotted as a function of mis-calibration
in Figure 2 (c), (d). The reconstruction error is insensitive to mis-calibration in
origin and focal length errors of up to 50 mm. The shape of the implant is stable
even for large calibration errors. Figure 2 (e) shows a drop in reconstruction
error as the number of images increase. Thus mis-calibration does not decrease
reconstruction accuracy.

4

Conclusion

We modelled the the eﬀects of mis-calibration on 3D reconstruction as an aﬃne
transform, and proved its validity experimentally. We have derived bounds on
the amount of scaling, translation and rotation error. For pose dependant calibration, we proved that using the mean calibration minimizes the reconstruction
variance. Phantom experiments with a radiographic ﬁducial indicate that C-arm
tracking is insensitive to mis-calibrations. We also showed that mis-calibration
up to 50 mm adds no additional error in 3D reconstruction of small objects,
beyond which the reconstructed objects begin to drift wrt the ﬁducial, while
still retaining the shape. In conclusion, a signiﬁcant family of quantitative ﬂuoroscopy applications involving localization of small markers can function without
cumbersome on-line calibration. A constant loose calibration might suﬃce.
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